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Long term sustainability issues
▪

We are challenged to improve human

wellbeing whilst remaining within ecological
planetary boundaries
● Biophysical and socio-economic
sustainability issues

● Production systems are often associated
with adverse effects on

● Environment, animal welfare, exploitive
labor demands – and more
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Trade-off analysis
▪

Often focus on trade-offs, not on synergies

▪

Studies done from the desks of researchers

● Relying heavily on tools without incorporating the full
complexity of factors needed for meaningful interpretation.

▪

Currently more emphasis and efforts to actively include community/
stakeholder involvement

▪

Moving forward: extending the reach/impact of trade-off analysis
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Adding value to trade-off and synergy analysis
▪

Discussions center around identifying trade offs

● often at the expense of “one or the other”

▪

Moving forward: more focus on

● managing trade-offs
• Searching for a situation that satisfies multiple
objectives instead of optimizing one

● strengthening synergies
• Requires systems transformation
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Long-term sustainability?

▪

System transformation and paradigm shifts might be needed

● for a vibrant, resilient and productive agricultural sector, and
reaching the Sustainable Development Goals

• Gender issues need to be taken into account
• Focus on production optimization should shift towards
aiming for whole-systems sustainability

• Focus on resilience and ecosystem health
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Further reading?

▪

Look at the learning materials in this module!

▪
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